


“Community Creations”

A sustainable design project specifically concerned with food and food waste
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As a designer I have been specifiaclly concerned with food and packaging  
waste. My upbring on a rural farm in south wales has had an influnece in 
the my values of food and food production, causing questions as to why 1/3 
of the food we nuture and produce is wasted globally, and problems such as 
obeisity and starvation is so common. I want to address these issues through 
my design work by influenceing others, as this is where changes in attitudes 
towards waste can be made. Communities lie at the heart of where this 
change can be made. Through my project I will use my skills to reaserch and 
gain an understanding of three local organisations each presenting unique 
challenges and opportunities, whilst sharing common values in supporting 
both people and the environment. My material objects will actively promote 
the values within these communities whilst intercepting and preventing 
food waste.

Collecting our fresh Gower potoates 

Mum in couli feilds, 
working for Gower 
Growers

Mum aged 3, farm-
ing as been a way of 
life for my family 
for atleast 8 gener-
ations

Raising chicks for free range 

organic eggs

Fun in corn feilds



‘Community Creations’ 

aiming to promote the brand values of sustainable, social enterprises 
through the strategic utilization of waste materials. 



Perfe
ct Potatoes 

Live Project One The Real Junk Food Project (RJFP) is a global organisation 
that intercepts supermarket food waste otherwise destined for 
landfill. 
The main source of income is volunteer run café’s, which serve 
fresh meals from waste food. 

In Brighton, the RJFP feeds approximately 400 residents every 
week, on a ‘pay as you feel’ basis. The innovative ‘pay as you feel’ 
concept encourages people to think about what that plate of food 
means to them, and value it in whatever way they can.

In 2016 RJFPB saved 568,71 tonnes of food from landfill, serving 
19,943 plates of delicious food to the residents of Brighton. 
They currently occupy community buildings to run the cafe 
5 days a week. Monday to Wednesday at St.lukes, Thursday at 
Hollingdean community centre and Friday at One Church. They 
rent all the equipment needed for their hospitality services. 
through donations they own two vans which allow them to collect 
food each evening for the cafe. Their next goal is to secure a 
permenent residence for the cafe, but need support from the 
community to do so. 

“in 2016 RJF-
PB saved 568,71 
tonnes of food from 
landfill”



One of the main challenges faced by RJFP 
is consistently communicating their core 
values to the public and encouraging 
wider community engagement. They 
want to remind the community of the 
positive impact they are having socially 
and environmentally.   The importance of 
community support is vital in the RJFP 
survival. 
 
In response to these challenges I have 
developed two objects that seek to address 
the needs of RJFP. I have volunteered 
with the project for two years, and in 
doing so have developed a knowledge of 
the projects ethos, goals and problems. 
I have met people from all walks of 
life, learned recipes from all parts of 
the world. Sharing food brings people 
together no matter who you are, RJFP 
demonstrate this whilst improving the 
environment through fighting waste.

enjoying a feast at One Church after volunteering 3 
hours preparing a tasty buffet from intercepted food 
waste !

‘Crate Plate’



The ‘Crate Plate’ is a robust 
re-usable serving plate made 
from recycled food packaging 
crates. They are designed 
specifically for the Brighton 
cafe, stamped with their logo 
on the back of every plate. It 
utilises the food packaging that 
is left after food preparation. 
Re-alliterating the value in 
waste and engaging those who 
come to eat at the cafe about 
these issues. 

“we are proud to see our plastic packaging 

being utilized into useful tools instead of 

going to landfill, I think these are great for 

the project and will enhance and encourage 

our purpose to a wider audience”



‘Bin Lid Platter’

The ‘Bin Lid Platter’ is a 
canapé tray designed for 
public events and formal 
dinners, also made from 
food packaging crates.
Together these objects 
help to fulfil the everyday 
hospitality requirements 
of RJFP whilst also 
communicating the 
hidden value of waste.

Encouraging users to think about the value in what 
they waste #PayAsYouFeel bin lid 



Research and Development 

Volunteering at the Project 

I have volunteered at the Real Junk Food Project 
Brighton since 2014. Here I have gained knowledge 
of how to intercept food waste to make delicious 
meals whilst making good friends with people from 
different cultures and backgrounds. 

Everyone has something different to offer to the 
project, food brings people together and how better 
to do it than with what would have otherwise been 
wasted? Its a fulfilling experience, in which I have 
used my design skills to support the challenges the 
project face. 

Designing their own branded equipment helps their 
goal to having a better established cafe, done so 
through intercepting the packaging waste they are 
left with each day.



“We save a lot of food from being wasted, but in the 

process its hard not to notice the serious amounts of 

packaging, which is sometime difficult to recylce”

Chris







“ The Project is doing great, however we are struggling 
keep a continuous flow of funding from the commu-
nity, finding a way to communicate the importance 
of ‘Pay as you Feel’ without patronising or discourag-
ing our customers would help. Posters and flyers could 
help?

We also currently rent venues to run the weekly cafe, 
and rely on renting hospitality equipment, having 
our ownership over our own equipment and securing a 
permanent residence are the next goals for our project”

George Beard- RJFP Co-ordinator





After discussions with RJFPB my design focuses in on utilising large amounts of 
food packaging to become a resource for addressing the above issues above. I began 
by creating useful appliances for the project from these materials. Lots of material 
experimentation is needed to understand the most suited for the demands of these 
appliances. LDPE mushroom trays can be heated at 160, chipped and pressed into 
blocks. This process gave me the ability to experiment with turning blocks on a lathe, 
in order to create handles for tools such as serving trays. Other LDPE plastics such 
at fruit and vegetable behaved best being heat pressed into flat sheets, and moulded 
whilst cooling, as material is too flimsy to chip. I experimented with moulding this 
into plates as that was a specific request from RJFP to help their goals. 

LDPE Plastic Sheets, 
Vacum Formed  Cardboard bannana box, 

pulped, takeaway

LDPE, HDPE, PET, PP mixture, Pressed



Pressed for minimum 30mins

Silicone 

sheets

Heat pressed either side for 90 seconds 

A4 sheet, in three layers



Process development 
Refining the ‘Crate Plate’

HDPE Food Crates are cut and 
chipped, this allows for even 
layers and better control over 
melting into sheets, done at 
200c under a t-shirt press. 
Each sheet is approximately 
1.5mm thick. One cart makes 
12 A4 sheets, and one plate 
requires three sheets, approx. 
4.5mm thick, meaning one 
crate creates four durable 
plates. The three melted sheets 
are compressed between a male 
and female master mould, to 
“stamp” out the product. Heat 
resistance silicone sheets work 
best for the process as they 
stretch leaving a matt finish 
and no creases. 
Once cooled in hydraulic press 
for 30minuites product can 
be removed, cut, sanded and 
polished.

Branding plates specifically for RJFP.
This will promote the values of the project in reducing 
food waste to the community further. Using laser-cutting 
technology I cut their logo from LDPE plastic food 
packaging with the idea of melting each logo on. However 
the heat needed for this binding disfigured the logos and 
wasn’t such a suitable method to use. Using 3mm MDF I 
re-cut the logo to imbed in female mould, making the logo 
part of the initial process. This was inspired by sealing 
wax stamp, used traditionally to seal letters. Mixing 
traditional processes with modern.



Creating a stamp within the female mould proved 
a more sustainable and consistent method in the 
branding process. However the behaviour of the plastic 
under pressure escapes into the lager crevices within 
the logo design. Leaving more narrow cuts of the stamp 
fain within the product. This would need revisiting, 
each cut area would need equal gaps to create a more 
even impression 



Charity Dinner 
with the Mayor of Brighton and 

Hove 

Event
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Through my work with RJFPB I was invited 
to present the mayor with a waste plate 
as a thank you from the organisation for 
his consistent support in the project and 
other charities across Brighton and Hove. 
This event was formal and inspired further 
design   developments that would benefit the 
organisation.

Awarding John West- 
Mayor of Brighton 
and Hove with a com-
plementory “Waste 
Crate Plate” 

“We are now catering for more formal 
events such as weddings and evening   
dinners. Doing this extra work is allowing 
us to raise enough funds to set up our own 
premises. It also allows the project to reach 
to parts of the community that we may not 
have just through our cafes. 
Having waste plates and other objects 
to use in such events would be great to          
demonstrate and impact our message to our 
users”

Volunteer RJFPB

When life gives you lemons....



Designing Junk Food in-
spired serving platter

Key Requirments

- Function 
-Stack
-Lightweight
-Hold canapés
-Easy to hold
-Illustrate RJFP ethos
-Educate user through aesthetic
-Encourage/engage interest/support 

An area where the project are gaining more financial benefits and engaging other members of 
society is by catering for formal events such as weddings and dinners. This is an opportunity to 
further illiterate the importance of issues surrounding food waste in an unique and impactful way. 
Canapés are an efficient method of catering in these events, as well as a way for volunteers to talk 
about what the   project is about. 
There slogan “Feed Bellies and not Bins” is something that has inspired the design of ‘Bin Lid 
Platter’. It addresses this slogan in its appearance.

‘Feed Bellies Not Bins’



CNC Technology 

I have used a similar process to making the ‘crate plate’ mould, drawing my final 
design from in-depth research, into Rhino software in order to cut precise moulds 
from MDF layered block in a CNC routing machine. This is necessary for the complex 
design of the platter in order to get a precise fit between the set. It contains 8 lips to 
replicate a standard bin lid shape, also holding food better and aiding presentation. 
The handle is then inverted to imitate an original whilst allow hold in use. 

However due to the height difference between the handle and the base of the mould 
it causes the silicone sheets to crease and distort slightly which imprints onto the 
platter itself. I have modified the design process slightly to reduce marking, even 
with this each platter is slightly different and unique in its imperfections, whilst still  
serving its function. This compliments the campaigns to not waste ‘ugly’ produce, 
which still can serve its purpose regardless of cosmetic standards.



WEIRD 
BIN LID
PLATTER

Both a ‘glourious 
fight against food 
waste

Wonky Imperfections



Critical Reflection 

Live project one engages both with the community and organisation of the real junk 
food project. Working alongside real people who are making changes in attitudes and 
educating others on an environmental issue we are facing- Food waste.
This project had taken into consideration the values and ethos that RJFP has in 
reducing food waste and bringing the local community together to celebrate doing 
so.  Ways to reduce waste and help support the RJFP are beneficial to its success as it 
is volunteer led and dependant on the support and network of the community. These 
critical points are commented and supported by the ‘crate plate’ and ‘bin lid platter’. 

Crate Plate- The refinement of this design has provided the RJFP with an ownership 
of branded robust plates, an answer to the issue of using disposable plastic plates, 
as they are cheap and renting plates from current venues. It utilizes waste HDPE 
plastic from the food waste collections, closing the loop on waste further, reducing 
the continuation of disposable plastic and with virtually no material costing’s. 
Development is needed in re-designing the logo former that stamps each base on the 
plate; due to the nature of the plastic it only escapes into larger crevices. The plate 
form is very standard and simple. This is something that can be re-visited in order to 
raise thought provoking discussions related to the critical subject of food waste.

‘Bin Lid Platter’ aims to provoke an impact of the core issues RJFP are promoting 
and challenging in external formal events they cater for. The design engages with 
members of society that may not attend regular cafes within the community. Our 
relation to a bin lid comments of the 1/3 of edible food that is wasted by us everyday. 
To serve ‘al la carte’ style canopies from food that society would have thrown away 
demonstrates all the reasons we shouldn’t waste food. The platter provides an image 
that a receiver would associate to when thinking about throwing away food. The 
platter will encourage us to value food and change attitudes towards waste. The 
imperfections within the design add character and comment on value to be had in 
what we waste, cosmetic standards should not devalue what is to be hand in the food 
we are given. 



This growing social enterprise, a brew house, cafe and garden, funding itself 
through the use of degrading land in an industrial world. Volunteers visit orchards 
and gardens to pick fruits that would otherwise be wasted, and use it to brew their 
botanical drinks. In this way, the Old Tree provides local ingredients to fuel its 
brewery and café while creating a hive of social interactions. Old Tree stands for 
zero waste principles, using biodegradable packaging where possible and picking 
ingredients fresh from their botanical garden. 

Live Project Two



‘Cyder Leather Labels’

I have utilised Apple Pulp to make ‘Cider Leather’ 
biodegradable packaging to be used on the brewery’s 
botanical drinks bottles. Made from reducing the apple 
pulp into sheets, the Cider Leather can then be laser 
cut and used to package the cider bottles themselves. In 
this way, the project helps communicate Old Tree’s zero 
waste principles and personality through branding and 
encourages the support of the brewery’s environmentally 
friendly stakeholders and customers.

Apple pulp bi-product 
press apples-get cyder and 
packaging!



Research and Development 



Hand picked and 
pressed 

I volunteered at Old Tree on an adventure 
into Glastonbury for ‘operation apple press’. 
Here we hand picked and pressed an orchard 
of apples that produced the brewery with 
2000 litres of cider. The owner had struggled 
to find an organisation that would use the 
produce, and without old tree the apples 
have been wasted and orchard wouldn’t 
replenish for next year. The brewery work 
hard to utilise ingredients that distributers 
will not. These values stand the brewery 
apart from many others and their ethos 
should be promoted within the surrounding 
community. They are a leading example in a 
sustainably driven business.   

Operation Apple Press 

Glastonbury 
October 2016 

Old Tree Family 
Together we pressed 2000 liters of        
scrumptious cider! 



Pulp to Packaging 

  I realised the amount of 
apple pulp that was produced 
could be utilased in a more 
innovative way than com-
posting, and where I could 
offer my design and mak-
ing skills back to the Old 
Tree family.



Boiling down pulp with plash of water to break down into 
finer fibers. 



Edible packaging experiment outcomes 

Protein/Plant it  Plate

Edible Packaging: 

My initial response to what this material could become for old tree was in creating 
edible packaging for there cafe and brewing events, inspired by Neolithic methods of 
carrying food and liquid in leather pouches.

Leather Bowl 1 Leather Bowl 2

This proved unsuccessful in formations, as the shrinkage of the material is 
significant due to gravitational pull. It also is too porous to withstand liquids so 
wouldn’t be functional. 



Apple Aprons

Here explors possibilities of the 
apple leather to be used at Old 
Tree. Could it become clothing 
for brewery by replacing leather 
with this biodegradable version? 
Environmentally conscious textiles? 
I began by stitching samples for 
making clothing for Old Tree brewery 
kitchen. However the material proved 
too soft to withstand machine stitching. 
Hand stitching may be a better option? 
However without further investigation 
and components the leather is not 
durable enough to withstand repetitive 
strain of wear and tear of physical 
human activity. 

Wristbands could be produced, as edible 
wristbands for the many community 
focussed events that Old Tree hold. 
The issue for it to be deemed as food 
safe is it would need to be packaged to 
keep it sterile, defeating the objective of 
reducing packaging by utilizing waste.

Stitching with sewing 
machine 

Stiching logos/Branding 
leather 

Operation Apple Press wrist 
bands tests



Using nettle thread to stitch leather, utalis-

ing other raw ingerdients used by the brew-

ery



could flavour the 
leathers acordingly? 
edible labels flovoured 
to accompany drinks?

nettle thread/string 
for attatchment



Laser Cutting Labels 



 alterarations in text for bottles 
produced via Adobe Illustrator 

Final design focus

social media links
traditional with technology



Through my development I have been provoked by the fact this 
material is made entirely from edible components, and could be 
flavoured accordingly to the drink it will accompany. Could the 
label be a message inside the drinks? Act as an edible packaging? 
Thus reducing packaging further. 
It could be packaging’s very own ‘tequila worm’, and stand apart 
from the unsustainable packaging processes we currently use 
today. 
Experiments need to be made to test the behaviour of the leather 
when kept inside the liquid? The first experiments that i did saw 
the labels dissolve, in cider/lager and water.

    message in a bottle .



Department of Biomolecular Science

I contacted Dmitiry Berillo, who works within the bimolecular 
department of the university. We have worked together to experiment 
and treat the apple leather accordingly to create a durable but 
edible label that can withstand the liquid inside the bottle. This 
is an ongoing investigation that this live project will consentrate 
further to create an edible label durable enough to withstand the 
submergence in beverages from production to purchace. 

Vairious experiments
UV treatemnt of 30 
minuites each side 

Recipe - 

NO SUGAR 

470g Apple Pulp
500ml Water 

4tblsp CornFlour 

Test samples with CornFlour, 
Skimmed Milk and Sugar 

First treatment proveed 
unsucessful

Boil for approximatly 15 
minuites 

Blend fine 
sift

layer 5mm thick 
dry out for approx 4 hours 

Place treated Label within the 
bottle held by a sterile piece of 

nettle thread. 





Critical Reflection 

Live project Two has focussed in on utilizing the bi-product of pressed apples made 
in brewing cyder for Old tree by complimenting the branding based upon their 
principles. 
The leather labels have provided the brewery with a biodegradable alternative to 
the current label packaging they use. It fits the aesthetic criteria of the brewery in 
traditional appearance. Maintaining a natural touch, complimenting their ancient 
brewing methods. The leather combines primitive with technology, using laser 
cutting and social media relations. This provides Old Tree with individuality and 
innovation into the future of packaging and our attitudes towards unusual edible 
materials. 
Tonnes of produce are wasted globally due to cosmetic standards and low profit 
turnovers. Old tree is an example of a sustainable business that changes these 
behaviours by harvesting abandoned or unwanted ingredients. 
The apple leather labels communicate this to others, by allowing others to appreciate 
and think about the value in this rejected produce.
The labels have been deigned and developed with old tree input, supporting their 
requirements. 

Further development of the binding using nettle thread would need addressing in 
the future for larger scale production, to be more efficient. Using nettle thread, made 
from the fibres of nettles left after brewing also utilises another ingredient. This 
hand stitching provides the element of craft and character, but only beneficial on 
a small scale in terms of efficiency, it requires time and precision. For larger scale 
production with larger turnovers of brewed drinks this element would need to have a 
better solution.
Experimentation with the unique edible label that can be enjoyed by consumer 
and leaves no packaging at all is a continuation for this live project. Its durability 
is not of a strong enough standard to be put into production yet. The laser cut logo 
will need attention to reduce the thinner areas of the label, as once submerged into 
liquid these narrow parts become prone to breaking. Alongside this is addressing 
the way in which the label is encased within the bottle. Designing a lid that aids the 
application of the labels into these bottles with a food safe standard would be the next 
step in design development.



Stoneham Bakehouse is a volunteer led 
bakery based in Hove, which utilizes 
bread making to provide mental health 
support to the local community. Stoneham 
provides therapy to the community 
through the Art of Bread-making. It 
engages makers emotionally as well as 
physically, providing a transition away 
from the chaotic stresses of everyday life. 
In the UK, Bread is the most wasted food, a 
challenge the Bakehouse wishes to reduce 
through demonstrating the value of bread 
through emotional engagement. Simon- Head co-ordinator of the 

bakehouse

usiong letters
 to personify 

loaves of bread

Live Project Three





Reaserch and Development 



         play . process . personify 

In response to the Bakehouse and my own concerns about bread, I developed a kit 
that enables the baker to print their own words within the loaf in order to engage 
them on a more emotional level. I volunteered at the bakery to gain understanding of 
what is required of them, in helping to engage those suffering from mental health. 
I experimented with baking methods that could provide enthusiasm to baking. 
Could bread not be used as a tool to encourage and engage not only the beaker 
but the receiver as well. A real sense of care is had within the Bakehouse and this 
aspect should be communicated through to the consumer also. We played with 
processes and what became most impactful was being able to send create messages, 
incorporated into the method and illustrated with the end product.

Communicating a Message  .



Printing Bread 

As demonstrated below by 
Sasha Tseng technology can 
allow us to laser onto bread. 
Using heat to toast only specific 
areas. Could value be added 
back into bread by it serving 
a whole new purpose in edible 
news printing? Reducing 
paper waste and bread waste? 
Convenience has a role to play 
in why we have become so 
wasteful. By taking time out to 
bake bread from scratch with 
others is a thought provoking, 
social and rewarding task. 
From a design perspective i feel 
that printing should become 
part of the process in making, 
to encourage the individuals 
personality and creativity whilst 
subconsciously developing the 
values to be had in bread and 
reducing bread waste.

News paper article. 
Febuary.
Printing news onto 
your toast in the 
morning? headlines? 
weather? 

Personifiing Process through 
Printing- Letters for Baking 



My initial material experimentation began by using silicone. It is suitable for making moulds 
to form a wide variety of shapes according to what you require and can be coloured for a playful 
aesthetic. To test the behaviour of the bread in relation to this I created a baking tray from silicone, 
however the silicone available in the facilities has a lower flash point than that needed to bake 
bread, so wasnnot a safe procedure to continue working with. A platinum based silicone that is 
food safe and can be heated up to 200 degrees would be needed to continue using this method of 
making. This would also mean suitible facilities and funding as it uses catalists that effect other 
typses of silicone. Silicone proved ideal in creating magnetic letters that can be placed inside 
baking trays to assemble your own messages; this is because magnets can be encased within the 
silicone as it cures. Samarium cobalt magnets can withstand up to 300 degrees of heat without 
loosing their magnetisation, whilst having a strong pull. 

Silcone Mould Making 





spot welded flap Set magnets

Mild steel lettering is a more traditional material that compliments 
the steel baking trays used at the Bakehouse. To create a full 
alphabet, numbers and symbols I designed the dimensions and 
drawings on illustrator to be used on plasma cutting software. This 
method enables precise and symmetric designs, necessary to create 
clear messages on the side of a loaf of bread. 
To the right shows images of different methods used to attach the 
letters inside the tray. Letter O is spot welded to 0.8mm steel sheet, 
formed with a lip to mount on top of the tray. Number 4 is 5mm mild 
steel, drilled with holes that encase magnets. After testing this in the 
baking process the magnetic symbol proved more uniform, neat and 
effective, avoiding extra markings that were had from using a sheet 
flap. This will be the basis of my bread letter kit. 
The next task is to coat the steel symbols to become food safe 
and non-stick. After contacting many companies, PTFE coatings 
where able to provide Teflon coated service, but no magnets could 
be contained within the steel as the temperature needed for this 
procedure excelled that withstood by the magnets. 
Another design aspect that has been addressed, in putting the 
magnets on the outside of the tray to hold the letters on inside in 
place. This would also allow easier removal after baking is complete 
as magnets can be removed easily.



designing a mould 
suitablle for easy 
application to out-
side of trays

Silicone master mould? 
using gesomonite to encase 
magnets within?
inspiration from pinching 
dough



Process.

The designs of the magnets have been inspired by the formations 
made in pinching and pressing dough. They are to fit comfortably 
between the forefinger and thumb for satisfying application to the 
trays. The use of gesmonite allows for the magnets to be encased 
within the shape without the use of additional substances such as 
glue. The Bakehouse regularly carry out workshops with schools 
in the surrounding community, which has influenced the colours 
chosen for the magnets. The choice of colours imitates those used 
in candy shops and toy stores. Rich vibrant colours invite people to 
take part in baking activities as they inspire a fun lively experience. 

Playful interaction 
making and baking 





Critical Reflection 

Live project three has been emotionally stimulating with regards to engaging the 
community on the value of bread and helping to reduce bread waste on an emotional 
level. 
Again this has developed within the community project, to engage and understand 
their principles. 
The design development of this project has been complex and inquisitive, with many 
problem-solving issues that have needed to be addressed.  
The magnetic letters have provoked a creative and exclusive engagement with the 
user. They are limited in terms of only fitting five letters on standard side of a tray. 
Making them smaller would mean a different process method, as the plasma-cutting 
machine cannot cut to small and fine details. This would mean further researching 
and developing material investigation with silicone. This would resolve many design 
challenges that have been faced through the progress of this project.
The magnetic “dough balls’ also inspire playful imagination and engaging personal 
responses. They also have design issues that require further development. As 
discovered through baking workshops at Stoneham, the magnets can be difficult 
to remove when hot and wearing thick protective oven gloves due to their size. The 
difficulty if using silicone material as the resolution is within community

organisations, such as the Bakehouse, they are non-profit and sustained by 
volunteers and human spirit, meaning access to funding for research investigation 
is not always feasible. My input as a designer at the Bakehouse is offered as a 
volunteer, benefitting my own investigations as well as their needs. 
In the future this project will develop the material of bread itself. What could be done 
with waste bread? Can it be innovated for a new purpose? 
This live project will continue in develop and critically research into design methods 
that work in response to the initial issue of bread waste and the challenges presented 
through the current development taken.



Alison Rees Designs
T: 07766057638
E: ali.rees@hotmail.co.uk
W:alirees4.wixsite.com/ alisonreesdesigns 

Promoting the 
brand values of 
sustainable, social 
enterprises 
through strategic 
utilization of waste 
materials. 


